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“Innovate or die,” goes the oft-cited corporate cry, and accord-
ing to the Boston Consulting Group’s most recent survey of 

innovation and new-product development, companies across all 
industries and regions have taken the admonition to heart. Respon-
dents ranked the importance of innovation higher than ever, building 
on a trend of the last five years. 

BCG has explored the state of innovation with eight surveys since 
2005. the data collected from more than 1,500 senior executives each 
year allow for comparisons over time as well as across regions and in-
dustries. the findings capture executives’ views of their own innova-
tion plans, as well as their opinions of other companies’ innovation 
track records. as in past surveys, the 2013 results reveal the 50 compa-
nies that executives rank as the most innovative, weighted to incorpo-
rate relative three-year shareholder returns, revenue growth, and mar-
gin growth. the list has its share, as always, of well-known technology 
innovators (especially among the top ten), but automakers also show 
a strong surge, a trend that began last year and gathered strength in 
the current results. this time, we also asked respondents to identify 
up-and-coming companies at which innovation is driving rapid 
growth.

the 2013 report examines companies and innovation through the lens 
of what gives successful innovators their edge. For the first time, we 
asked respondents to rate their companies’ innovation performance 
relative to their peers in the marketplace. approximately one-fifth rat-
ed their own performance as strong, another fifth assessed their per-
formance as weak, and about 60 percent said it was neutral or aver-
age. In addition to comparing the practices of stronger and weaker 
innovators, we explore five factors that lead to strength in innovation: 
the commitment of senior management, the ability to leverage intel-
lectual property (IP), a customer focus, strong management of the in-
novation portfolio, and well-defined and governed processes.

InTroduCTIon
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InnovaTIon In 2013

Most companies continue to rank 
innovation as a top strategic priority. 

More than three-quarters of respondents 
placed it as either number one or among the 
top three, continuing a trend of the last 
several years. Even during the depths of the 
recession, two-thirds or more of companies 
placed innovation among their most impor-
tant priorities. (See Exhibit 1.) More than 80 

percent of respondents who put their compa-
nies in the top quintile of innovators assigned 
innovation a top-priority ranking for their 
organizations, while only 63 percent of those 
in the bottom quintile did so.

these attitudes are backed up by investment, 
which has been rising significantly in recent 
years. In 2013, 85 percent of strong innovators 
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Exhibit 1 | The Importance of Innovation Continues to Increase
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said they expect to spend more on innovation 
and new-product development than they did 
last year, compared with only 39 percent of 
weak innovators. overall, 64 percent said they 
plan to increase spending, a 4 percentage 
point decline from last year. We believe this 
drop is partly due to companies’ increased fo-
cus and smarter spending. Significantly fewer 
respondents reported projects changing direc-
tion once they started. (See Exhibit 2.) Re-
spondents also said that that their companies 
are doing better than they did last year at the 
various components of innovation and new-
product development. they said that they 
have the pieces of the innovation puzzle, from 
infrastructure to people to IP, mostly in place. 
(See Exhibit 3.)

Many of the companies—especially the tech-
nology companies—that have long occupied 
the top slots on the list of the 50 most innova-
tive companies continue to do so. (See Exhib-
it 4.) Despite its recent stock-market travails, 
apple retains the number-one ranking for the 
ninth consecutive year. Samsung pushed past 
Google for the number-two position, and Mi-
crosoft remains at number four. Joining toyo-
ta in the top ten are two additional automak-
ers—Ford and BMW. the auto industry 

makes an exceedingly strong showing over-
all—3 companies in the top 10 and 9 in the 
top 20. Four car makers are new to the list, 
and volkswagen and General Motors are two 
of the biggest gainers, moving up 31 and 16 
places, respectively. For the first time since 
we began this survey, there are more auto 
companies than consumer companies in the 
top 50 and more automakers than technology 
companies in the top 20. (For the full rank-
ings from 2005 to 2013, see the interactive at  
mic.bcgpersepctives.com.)

for the first time, there are 
more automakers than tech 
companies in the top 20.

Companies in the automotive and technology 
sectors lead those in other industries in how 
important they perceive innovation and in-
vestment to be. almost 85 percent of respon-
dents in both sectors rated innovation as a 
top priority. (See Exhibit 5.) one-quarter of 
respondents at auto companies rated their 
companies as strong innovators, compared 
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Exhibit 2 | Companies Are Staying Closer to Original Project Plans Than They Did in 2012
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with an average of one-fifth overall. approxi-
mately 70 percent of respondents from auto 
and tech companies said they plan to in-
crease investment in innovation in the com-
ing year. 

the increasing acknowledgment of innova-
tion in the auto industry continues a promi-
nent trend from last year. Several factors are 
behind the current wave of automotive ad-
vancement. Manufacturers are racing to meet 
higher fuel-efficiency standards, which man-
date an average fuel economy of 54.5 miles 
per gallon (mpg) in the U.S. for the 2025 mod-
el year. (the EU is targeting 64.8 mpg and 
China 50.1 mpg by 2020.) automakers have 
stepped up both the development of electric 
and hybrid vehicles and their efforts to im-
prove the mileage of mass-market models 
through such advancements as more efficient 

power trains and lighter car bodies. at the 
same time, vehicle safety standards continue 
to rise, and automakers are pursuing ad-
vanced safety innovations such as self-brak-
ing systems and vehicle-to-vehicle communi-
cations. the pervasive popularity of mobile 
devices has led consumers to expect ad-
vanced electronic and entertainment systems 
in cars that integrate seamlessly with their 
devices. 

Respondents at media and entertainment 
companies had the highest opinion of them-
selves regarding innovation. In that group, 37 
percent rated their companies as strong inno-
vators (12 percentage points more than re-
spondents from the second-place automotive 
industry), although only a below-average 73 
percent said they view innovation as a top 
priority. a survey-trailing 69 percent of re-
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Exhibit 3 | Respondents Believe They Have Significantly Improved Their Innovation Process
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Sources: 2013 BCG Global innovators Survey; BCG analysis.
Note: nC = no change; e = entered list; r = returned to list. The change from 2012 is the number of places that a company moved up or down.

Exhibit 4 | The Most Innovative Companies in 2013

Company
Change 

from 2012 Industry Company
Change from 

2012 Industry

1 apple nC Technology and 
telecom 26 Shell 9 energy and 

environment

2 Samsung 1 Technology and 
telecom 27 SoftBank 4 Technology and 

telecom

3 Google 1 Technology and 
telecom 28 BaSF 5 industrial products 

and processes

4 microsoft nC Technology and 
telecom 29 nokia r Technology and 

telecom

5 Toyota 6 automotive 30 Intel 11 Technology and 
telecom

6 IBM nC Technology and 
telecom 31 dell 13 Technology and 

telecom

7 amazon 2 Consumer and 
retail 32 Boeing 6 industrial products 

and processes

8 Ford 4 automotive 33 Fast retailing 1 Consumer and 
retail

9 BmW 5 automotive 34 unilever e Consumer and 
retail

10 General 
electric 6

industrial 
products and 
processes

35 Tencent e Technology and 
telecom

11 Sony 4 Technology and 
telecom 36 Kia 23 automotive

12 Facebook 7 Technology and 
telecom 37 nike 2 Consumer and 

retail

13 General 
Motors 16 automotive 38 nissan 16 automotive

14 Volkswagen 31 automotive 39 Siemens 13 industrial products 
and processes

15 Coca-Cola 2 Consumer and 
retail 40 exxonmobil r energy and 

environment

16 Hewlett-
Packard 1 Technology and 

telecom 41 Tesla e automotive

17 Hyundai 7 automotive 42 Virgin 5 Consumer and 
retail

18 Honda r automotive 43 Fiat r automotive

19 audi 6 automotive 44 BP r energy and  
environment

20 daimler r automotive 45 dow Chemical e industrial products 
and processes

21 Wal-mart 1 Consumer and 
retail 46 Cisco r Technology and 

telecom

22 lenovo 5 Technology and 
telecom 47 Target r Consumer and 

retail

23 Procter & 
Gamble 26 Consumer and 

retail 48 renault 14 automotive

24 Bayer e Health care 49 Philips 16 industrial products 
and processes

25 lG  
electronics r Technology and 

telecom 50 nestlé r Consumer and 
retail
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spondents from health care companies said 
they see innovation as a top priority, but only 
10 percent of health care respondents view 
their companies as weak innovators (one-half 
the average).

the judgment of senior management is the 
method cited by the most respondents (two-
thirds overall) for determining which ideas 
move into product development. Similarly 
high percentages of respondents said that 
strategic and financial criteria play a key role 
as well. the role of senior management is 
particularly pronounced at strong innovators, 
where 83 percent said it is often or very often 
a driving force, compared with only 55 per-
cent of companies in the bottom quintile.

Strong innovators listen to customers. the 
views of key customers play a significant role 
in the innovation and new-product programs 
of 73 percent of strong innovators, compared 
with only 42 percent of weaker companies 
and 56 percent overall. 

Managing IP and using it as a competitive ad-
vantage are growing in importance. almost 
70 percent of respondents said that IP is in-
creasingly important in their industry, and a 
similar percentage said that owning IP is cru-
cial to achieving a return on innovation. More 
than half (53 percent) said that their compa-
nies use IP to exclude others. Strong innova-
tors are particularly aggressive in their pro-
tection and use of IP.

We added a new category to our survey this 
year: up-and-coming companies. these are 
companies that are still relatively young or 
have yet to reach the scale of the top 50 glob-
al giants but are nonetheless making them-
selves known for innovation. (See Exhibit 6.) 
their innovations are related, not surprising-
ly, to the latest technologies—social media, 
mobile applications, and cloud-based servic-
es—and almost all are making use of mobile 
platforms. (See the sidebar “Innovation Sys-
tems: aligning the Incentives.”)
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Exhibit 5 | Automotive and Technology Companies Rank Innovation as a Top Priority
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Sources: 2013 BCG Global innovators Survey; BCG analysis.

Exhibit 6 | The Up-and-Coming Companies in 2013

alibaba Family of e-commerce platforms

Groupon local “daily deal” offers

line (nHn Corporation) Free mobile-telephony and messaging platform

netflix internet subscription service for movies and TV shows

Pinterest Social-networking platform

rakuten Internet retailer

Spotify Streaming-music services

Square mobile payments platform

Whatsapp Free messaging platform

Xiaomi Technology Smartphones and consumer electronics

one of the most striking elements of  
this year’s list of up-and-coming innova-
tors is the number of companies that 
depend—in whole or in part—on plat-
forms and standards created by two 
longstanding most-innovative companies: 
apple (number one) and Google (number 
three). Whats app and Line are both 
messaging apps, and Pinterest, square, 
Netflix, and Spotify all leverage Apple’s 
ios and Google’s android platforms  
to bring a mobile dimension to their 
products. 

These interrelationships highlight the role 
that system architecture increasingly plays 
in innovation. for an innovation system to 
work, it needs to be more than the sum of 
its parts. In the mobile world, for example, 
the ios and android platforms radically 
simplify the technical and marketing 
challenges for app makers, lowering the 
cost of innovation. and by enabling the app 
makers, apple and Google help shape the 
relative competitive advantage of ios 
versus android—and the device and 
advertising revenues they drive. everybody 
wins because standards allow different 
parts of the overall system to evolve 
independently. The system enjoys the 
benefits of a portfolio of independent bets; 
in a world of open recombination, anyone 

can try his or her hand, and no innovator 
has to ask permission.

The plain fact, as we all know, is that no 
company can be good at everything. The 
old AT&T, for example, was brilliant at 
fundamental innovation (seven nobel 
prizes!), but it plodded when it came to 
making a new handset. (The Trimline took 
13 years to bring to market.) Toyota, by 
contrast, excels at “dimension of merit” 
innovations—that is, the aggregation of 
thousands of small improvements in cost 
or weight or efficiency. Silicon Valley, for all 
its self-referential mystique, is most 
talented at recombining existing technolo-
gies in order to address unmet user needs. 

There’s a good reason for this. Different 
kinds of innovation require their own 
institutional arrangements and capabili-
ties: different talents, cultures, operating 
scales, funding methods, incentives, time 
horizons, and appetites for risk. a smart-
phone, for example, combines fundamental 
innovations that originated in universities 
and the labs of Bell or IBM; components 
are the product of sustained dimension-of-
merit improvements by the likes of Corn-
ing, Qualcomm, and Nvidia; and the 
coolest apps typically come from young 
outfits such as WhatsApp or Groupon—

INNoVATIoN SySTeMS: AlIGNING The INceNTIVeS
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companies that bet big on a hypothesis 
about what will be fun or useful for users. 

Making all these different pieces work 
together requires legal interfaces, such as 
patent licensing, and technical interfaces, 
such as application programming inter-
faces. These interfaces are the architecture 
of an innovation system, often dominated 
by a single orchestrator such as apple or 
Google.

The best architecture—and not the best 
product—wins in the long run. But architec-
ture is a two-edged sword: it can also 
constrict innovation. architecture creates 
boundaries—and while it liberates innova-
tion within those boundaries, it also inhibits 
innovation across them. Whether this is a 
gain or a loss depends on the product and 
where it stands in its life cycle. When the 
product is young and performance-con-
strained, architectural flexibility is typically 
worth more; as the product matures, the 
locus of innovation shifts from performance 
to cost and customization, so modular 
interoperability tends to gain ground. 

In designing or trying to shape an innova-
tion system, the key is to focus on how to 
create the technical, economic, and legal 
conditions that will enable the system to 
flourish symbiotically by aligning the 
incentives of diverse participants. Ultimate-
ly, it is the end-user experience that 
matters, and just as in a repertory theater, 
that depends not on the stars but on the 
performance of the ensemble.

—Philip evans

Philip Evans is a senior partner and managing 
director in the Boston office of The Boston 
Consulting Group and a BCG Fellow whose 
research focuses on the strategic implications of 
the changing economics of information.

INNoVATIoN SySTeMS: AlIGNING The INceNTIVeS
(continued)
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FIve sourCes oF 
InnovaTIon sTrengTh

From Lockheed’s legendary Skunk 
Works to the garages of Silicon valley to far 

more structured corporate programs and 
processes, innovation takes many forms and 
follows myriad paths. there’s no one right way 
to “do innovation,” of course, but based on our 
50 years of working with all manner of clients, 
and our surveys of companies in more than 15 
sectors and more than 20 countries conducted 
over nearly a decade, we have identified five 
key attributes that separate strong innovators 
from their weaker counterparts:

their top management is committed to  •
innovation as a competitive advantage.

they leverage their IP. •

they manage a portfolio of innovative  •
initiatives.

they have a strong customer focus. •

they insist on strong processes, which  •
lead to strong performance.

these are not individual drivers of success; 
they are interconnected and reciprocally rein-
forcing. Strong companies often possess all five.

Leadership Commitment 
as is the case with so many other aspects of 
corporate performance, the commitment of 

top management has a lot to do with a com-
pany’s innovation track record. nine out of 
ten respondents identifying their companies 
as strong innovators reported that top man-
agement is committed to innovation, com-
pared with less than half as many at weak in-
novators. almost half of respondents at strong 
innovators cited the chairman or CEo as the 
driving force behind the company’s innova-
tive efforts. Four out of five ranked innovation 
higher than other strategic priorities.

The commitment of top 
management has a lot to do 
with innovation success.

the role of leadership at Samsung under 
Chairman Kun-Hee Lee has long been legend-
ary in its home market. this reputation has 
become global in recent years as the compa-
ny has moved from innovative success to suc-
cess—in flat-screen technology, smart devices, 
and, most recently, health care. Samsung has 
vaulted up the rankings in our survey, from 
number 26 in 2008 to second place this year.

Samsung thrives on innovation, and top man-
agement is responsible for the philosophy be-
hind a culture and approach that nurture bold 
ideas and executes big technological advanc-
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es. Perhaps the best-known example is the 
company’s “new management initiative,” de-
clared in 1993, which became the catalyst for 
Samsung’s explosive growth as a leading glob-
al innovator in electronics and information 
technology. the initiative brought about fun-
damental changes in corporate culture, sys-
tems, and practices—shifting the focus from 
quantity and cost-driven goals to product 
quality, design, and R&D. Under the battle cry 
“Change everything except your wife and chil-
dren,” it called for extensive investment in re-
search, the nurturing of globally minded tal-
ent, and the introduction of an efficient, 
global management system. these programs 
led to product innovations inspired by both 
technology leadership and global perspectives 
from Samsung’s global networks.

smart companies are  
increasingly using IP as a 
means of establishing  
competitive advantage.

one of the fundamental drivers of Samsung’s 
innovation efforts is its leadership’s relentless 
pursuit of change and new growth opportuni-
ties. Management instills a culture of not ac-
cepting the status quo and not being afraid to 
change. Samsung’s leadership is known for 
recognizing products that can drive the cre-
ation of whole new markets—flat screens and 
smartphones are two examples—and invest-
ing heavily in their development. Samsung’s 
popular Galaxy note mobile device came into 
being as the company sought to combine the 
portability of a mobile phone with the broad-
er usability of a tablet. this led to the creation 
of a new mobile-device product category 
dubbed “phablet,” and it helped Samsung be-
come the number-one maker of mobile 
phones globally.

Under its vision 2020 initiative, which was 
announced in 2009, the company is now 
building on its established strength in tech-
nology and investing in “life care” business-
es—such as medical devices and energy-sav-
ing LED technology—that focus on health 
and the environment. at the same time, it is 

continuing innovations in other advanced-
technology areas, such as “green memory” so-
lutions that seek to increase computing per-
formance while reducing power consumption.

Leveraging Ip
the recent avalanche of high-profile patent 
cases, mainly in the technology and telecom-
munications sector, has made it clear that in-
novation depends, in part, on owning the 
idea. Protecting IP rights—that is, maintain-
ing exclusive ownership of a product or pro-
cess—has long been a defensive strategy, but 
smart companies are increasingly using IP as 
a means of establishing competitive advan-
tage in the marketplace. Some companies 
have built substantial businesses on the basis 
of licensing their IP to others. (See the side-
bar “Six Habits of IP Winners.”)

IBM is a notable example. the 102-year-old 
technology company has been a constant 
presence among the ten most innovative 
companies in every BCG survey going back to 
2005. the company reports that it has topped 
the ranks of U.S. patent recipients for 20 
years straight, with 6,478 in 2012 and nearly 
67,000 in the past decade. IBM actively man-
ages (and prunes) its portfolio as the value of 
individual patents fluctuates over time. ac-
cording to one study, by 2012, the company 
had abandoned nearly 40 percent of the pat-
ents it received in 2007.

In IBM’s view, innovation, growth, and valu-
able patents are intertwined. the importance 
of IP to its business comes from the top. 
Many of the patent lawyers in its extensive 
global network have technical, as well as le-
gal, backgrounds. they are involved in R&D 
projects from the beginning, which means 
that IP considerations are reflected through-
out. the company has built an IP organiza-
tion with key functions embedded at both 
the center and in individual businesses to en-
sure that strategy and priorities are aligned 
across the organization.

one result of this focus on and commitment 
to IP is a substantial and growing revenue 
stream from selling and licensing IP. Reve-
nues, which have been increasing at about 6 
percent per year, reached $575 million in 
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Innovation both depends on and generates 
intellectual property. and it’s not just a 
tech thing. smart companies across all 
industries increasingly use IP as both an 
offensive and a defensive competitive 
weapon. hundreds of millions—if not 
billions—of dollars can be at stake; 
organizations need to up their IP game to 
protect that investment. In our experience, 
IP winners take a strategic and proactive 
approach that embraces six broad prac-
tices, and each practice, in turn, is associ-
ated with critical subcapabilities. These 
practices and capabilities come together in 
a framework we call the “IP wheel.” (See 
the exhibit below.) In general, to ensure the 
smoothest and swiftest ride into the future, 
organizations should aspire to be well-
rounded in all six practices.

Laser-Like Focus on Value. •  IP winners put 
a price on the value generated by their 
innovations. They quantify all aspects of 
their IP—licensing revenues, the 

premiums that innovations build into 
products, and the competitive advan-
tages those innovations provide in the 
market, including the ability to exclude 
others. many IP leaders build dedicated 
businesses around licensing. They also 
actively seek out third-party assets that 
will strengthen and round out licensing 
portfolios.

Freedom to Operate. •  In an increasingly 
complex world, innovative new prod-
ucts, designs, and technologies often 
require access to a range of IP. few if 
any companies own all the IP they need 
in order to innovate and grow. strong IP 
companies constantly analyze their own 
IP, as well as the portfolios of competi-
tors and patent-assertion entities (often 
referred to as “patent trolls”), with the 
aim of ensuring affordable access to the 
IP they need now and in the future. 
They protect their freedom to operate 
by managing their own portfolios 

SIx hABITS of IP WINNerS
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Measuring Performance: The Six Habits of IP Winners
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2012, not counting an additional $500 million 
in income from custom development. 

It’s not surprising that strong innovators such 
as IBM are more than twice as likely as their 
weaker counterparts to consider IP criteria 
when deciding which new product ideas to 
push forward. they also believe, likewise by 
margins of two to one, that their companies 
are effective at developing, protecting, and 
leveraging IP, and they are more likely to use 
IP as a source of competitive advantage.

Managing the portfolio
In a world of limited resources, effective inno-
vators learn how to devote resources, cut loss-
es, and keep a pipeline of high-potential 
ideas moving forward. Strong performers are 
distinctly better at managing portfolios of 
projects in development and products in the 
marketplace. (See Exhibit 7.) they define 
clear priorities, and they have processes in 
place to stop projects when their promise 
wanes. these companies are also focused on 
the future; long-term advantage is a primary 

strategically. They buy important IP 
assets in the market and enter into 
partnerships that provide access to 
essential technologies. They also amass 
their own IP arsenals, signaling to 
competitors a willingness to act 
aggressively to protect their IP turf.

Eye on the Future. •  IP winners follow the 
moves of competitors and anticipate 
the direction of technological and 
innovation trends. Their analyses feed 
their corporate innovation agenda, and 
they make sure that their IP strategies 
and portfolios are designed to support 
that agenda. 

Lean and Focused Organization. •  Top IP 
players organize their IP-related 
functions to generate value. They under-
stand the capabilities that they need, 
and they build lean, expert teams that 
can cover their costs many times over 
through licensing, risk mitigation, price 
premiums, and other yardsticks. The IP 
function is viewed as a strategic partner 
of the business units, not of an adminis-
trative or staff unit. Senior management 
is engaged and pays attention to the 
right issues. Top executives actively 
participate in IP and innovation reviews 
to ensure that innovation activities are 
aligned with strategy.

Premium on Speed. •  IP winners are quick 
to file patent applications when they 

have inventions worth protecting. They 
often file applications in multiple 
nations in order to achieve coverage in 
key markets. The emphasis on speed 
has become especially important in the 
U.s., where, starting in march 2013, 
patents are being awarded on the basis 
of first-to-file rather than first-to-invent, 
harmonizing U.s. patent policy with 
that of the rest of the world. IP leaders 
also actively shepherd their patents 
through the application process. 

Quality over Quantity. •  Companies that 
manage their IP assets effectively are 
more successful than their competitors 
at winning approval for their applica-
tions, securing patents more than 60 
percent of the time. They control a 
disproportionate share of the IP within 
their industries, measured not neces-
sarily by raw numbers of applications 
and claims but by breadth and depth of 
coverage. a recent trend among IP 
leaders appears to be reducing the 
number of patent applications and 
focusing instead on the more important 
ones, emphasizing quality over quantity.

—Wendi Backler

Wendi Backler is an expert principal in the 
Toronto office of The Boston Consulting Group 
and the global topic leader for both intellectual 
property and network science.

SIx hABITS of IP WINNerS
(continued)
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goal of innovation for them. they actively 
manage the mix of incremental innovations 
and more radical, “new to the world” prod-
ucts, platforms, technologies, and services. 

strong innovators are  
focused on the future; long-
term advantage is a primary 
goal of innovation for them.

BMW, which moved up five places to number 
nine in the 2013 survey, has long followed a 
sophisticated strategy of portfolio manage-
ment and innovation. a Munich-based team 
manages the innovation portfolio, tracking 
each idea from generation through complet-
ed project and monitoring the results. With 
three distinctive brands in its stable—Rolls 
Royce, Mini, and the namesake BMW, plus 
multiple individual models (3 Series, 5 Series, 
and so on)—the company plans years ahead 
to keep each of its various marques on the 
cutting edge.

BMW uses its portfolio lens to apply ideas 
and insights in ways that are consistent with 

each brand’s positioning and customer ap-
peal, and it employs new technologies to sub-
stantiate brand promise and ensure differen-
tiation. the company also follows a strategy 
of keeping its products in the introduction 
and growth stages by bringing out new mod-
els in each product line before the cars cur-
rently in the market reach the point of matu-
rity or decline.

In the past few years, BMW has been adding 
sustainability as a core element, with the 
goal of establishing the BMW brand as the 
“ultimate driving machine” among environ-
mentally friendly vehicles. true to its portfo-
lio-strategy approach, the company has em-
barked on a multiyear campaign that 
includes, among other things, new mobility 
concepts and the use of technologies to em-
phasize strategic differentiation—ensuring, 
for example, that BMW vehicles have the 
lowest carbon dioxide footprint among pre-
mium competitors. Innovations such as 
brake energy recuperation by the alternator 
and a fuel-saving automatic stop-start func-
tion further underscore commitment to the 
concept. BMW developed a comprehensive, 
from-the-ground-up concept for the new i3—
the first car in its electric “i” line—that is 
fully dedicated to the needs of an electric 
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Exhibit 7 | Strong Performers Actively Manage Their Innovation Portfolios
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vehicle. the new design includes a carbon 
fiber body structure, with the battery posi-
tioned beneath the driver and passengers, 
and it uses a host of sustainable materials  
in the interior to give the car a completely 
different feel from the company’s other 
models. 

Focusing on the Customer
For Procter & Gamble, the customer is the 
consumer. P&G, which jumped 26 places to 
number 23 in the 2013 survey, invests heavily 
in foundational consumer research, conduct-
ing some 20,000 studies involving more than 
5 million consumers in nearly 100 countries. 
the company believes that innovation re-
quires both creativity and collaboration. It 
has built innovation centers that provide sim-
ulated in-home and in-store environments. at 
these centers, P&G teams can interact with 
consumers and retail customers for days or 
even weeks at a time.

the same is true in other industries: innova-
tion should not take place in a vacuum. 
Strong innovators involve customers in their 
idea-development processes and decisions, a 
method that has at least three big benefits. It 
helps ensure demand for the company’s inno-
vations when they hit the market. It keeps 
them close to their customers. and it helps 
avoid the costly overspecifying or overengi-
neering of products beyond what customers 
need and are willing to pay. More than 70 
percent of strong innovators say that key cus-
tomer views play a critical role in selecting 
ideas for development, compared with only 
42 percent of weaker performers. almost 60 
percent use customer satisfaction to measure 
innovation success, compared with 41 percent 
of weaker innovators. 

Customer feedback is part of new-product de-
velopment at more than three-quarters of 
strong innovators but at only about one-third 
of weaker performers. Smart innovators seek 
customer input at key points in the product 
development process; they also steer clear of 
open-ended feedback, locking in the product 
specs at a designated point and moving for-
ward with the development process. (See the 
sidebar “Integrating Customer Input in new-
Product Design.”)

strong processes, strong 
performance 
Strong performers define governance and de-
cision-making processes, which leads to the 
on-time completion of projects. (See Exhibit 
8.) they are far more likely than weak inno-
vators to follow standardized processes in re-
viewing the progress of projects in develop-
ment, adhere to decision-making criteria that 
are clear and transparent, and complete proj-
ects on time. they differentiate clearly 
among governance, portfolio management, 
and project management, and they recognize 
that a strong process requires being effective 
at all three. they also emphasize teamwork, 
ensuring sufficient communication among 
team members and representation on devel-
opment teams from all relevant functions. 
(See the sidebar “Breaking through: Proven 
Idea-Generation Practices.”)

successful innovation means 
involving customers in idea-
development processes and 
decisions.

P&G, which seeks to make innovation system-
ic, replicable, reliable, and integral to its busi-
ness, has a rigorous four-stage process for 
idea development, selection, design, and 
launch. When the company launches a new 
product, it is striving to create the next bil-
lion-dollar brand.

In the “search and discover” phase, the com-
pany seeks ideas from everywhere—con-
sumers, retail customers, suppliers, and oth-
er partners. It invests small amounts of 
capital to test the viability of new concepts 
as they take shape. the second phase, “se-
lect and resource,” involves making harder 
choices and allocating human and financial 
resources to ideas that have the most prom-
ise. It combines some ideas into bigger op-
portunities. It kills the ones that don’t make 
the cut, terminating far more projects than it 
moves forward. 

In phase three, “design and qualify,” multi-
disciplinary teams from product research, 
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Good ideas do not grow on trees. neither 
does the money it takes to design and 
produce the products or services based on 
those good ideas and to bring them to 
market. 

one proven way to focus the design and 
development effort—and increase the odds 
for success—is to involve the customer in 
the earliest stages of the product develop-
ment process. The impact of an effective 
customer-driven design program can be 
especially strong as companies pursue new 
product introductions in rapidly developing 
economies such as the BrICI nations 
(Brazil, russia, China, India, and Indone-
sia). In these regions, demand runs high, 
the sheer number of potential new custom-
ers is enormous, and the historical, social, 
and cultural traditions are very different 
from those of the developed economies of 
the West.

one of the first customer-driven design 
processes was yoji Akao’s “quality function 
deployment” (QfD) method, which he 
introduced in Japan in 1966. The goal was 
to transform customer needs into 
engineering characteristics for a product or 
service.

There have been many Qfd-type advances 
in the last half-century that seek to hone 
the ability of companies to design products 
that meet customer needs. Today’s cus-
tomer seeks differentiation. The ability to 
make the right tradeoffs during the initial 
product definition—shifting costs to 
support differentiating features—has 
become an increasingly important com-
petitive capability. We know that differenti-
ating 15 to 20 percent of the attributes of 
any given product is sufficient to make the 
overall product different in the eyes of the 
customer. There is no need to invest scarce 
resources in the remaining attributes. 
Identifying in advance where to invest in 
order to differentiate saves money and 
improves the product’s profitability. At BcG, 

we follow a four-step process that has 
helped numerous companies improve 
product design through more effective 
customer input.

Customer-driven design 
can have an especially 
strong impact in rapidly 
developing economies.

The first step is to define a coherent and 
consistent set of features that will deter-
mine the product’s performance and that 
can be compared with similar products 
already in the marketplace and evaluated 
in terms of the needs and wants of custom-
ers. This will include a coherent and shared 
vocabulary for these features that is 
understandable by all functions in the 
company and seeks to bridge gaps between 
customer desires and the company’s ability 
to deliver the requisite quality, manufactur-
ability, and serviceability.

step two involves assembling these 
features into a concept and analyzing that 
concept and comparing it with others. In 
order to assist with this phase, we use a 
matrix that aligns product functionality 
with the attributes that customers value. It 
is fairly common to observe up to a 30 
percent improvement in customer value 
when realigning product features with 
customer needs. In our experience, this 
adaptation also leads to a reduction of the 
product cost by 10 percent and an increase 
in sales of 25 percent. 

The results of the second step inform the 
third—making the difficult decisions about 
how to differentiate by comparing the 
defined concepts with competitive prod-
ucts, customer value, and product cost to 
evaluate the attractiveness of the concept 
in the targeted market. The last step, of 

InTeGraTInG CUsTomer InPUT  
IN NeW-ProDucT DeSIGN
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marketing, manufacturing, engineering, fi-
nance, design, and other functions develop 
comprehensive plans to meet demanding 
success criteria. these plans are qualified 
through a combination of virtual and  
physical tests. the surviving innovations 
move into the product launch pipeline, the 
final “launch and leverage” phase, which in-
volves working out the in-market details: re-
tail distribution, pricing, consumer trial, re-

peat purchase, and, ultimately, sales and 
profit. 

Year in and year out, P&G innovations 
regularly lead to some of the top product 
introductions. three P&G products were 
among the ten most successful product 
introductions in 2012, according to research 
firm SymphonyIRI.

course, is taking the full package back to 
the customer and getting validation that 
the right decisions have been made.

In our experience, successful products 
result from the integration of brand 
attributes, customer needs, and manufac-
turing and regulatory requirements into a 
series of differentiating product features. If 
the customer’s voice is present from the 
outset, and development resources are 
allocated to designing the differentiating 

features that the customer wants, the 
chances for success are high. If, however, a 
company does a poor job in this critical 
initial phase, the resulting problems will 
persist throughout the remainder of the 
product life cycle and likely include bad 
design, value mismatch, overengineering or 
underengineering, and weak sales.

InTeGraTInG CUsTomer InPUT  
IN NeW-ProDucT DeSIGN
(continued)
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Exhibit 8 | Strong Innovators Rely on Well-Defined Processes
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as the two-time nobel laureate Linus 
Pauling observed, the best way to have a 
good idea is to have a lot of ideas. many 
executives are rightly skeptical of uncon-
strained creativity or brainstorming ses- 
sions. In our experience as well, this type of 
blue-sky, “every idea is a good idea” exer- 
cise rarely leads to anything useful. none- 
theless, we are big believers in “ideation” 
done right. This requires investing signifi-
cant time in preparation, as well as in 
developing a thoughtful selection process to 
sort through the ideas that emerge. on the 
basis of our work with numerous compa-
nies throughout multiple industries, we 
have developed the following suggestions 
for running an ideation process effectively:

Challenge existing ideas. •  don’t start by 
looking for new ideas; first, identify the 
lenses you currently look through or the 
“boxes” you are frequently told to think 
outside of. ask yourself, Who do we 
define as customers and competitors? 
What are the assumptions inherent in 
the way we do things around here? Then 
think about how some of these “truths” 
might be challenged. how might you 
redefine what your company actually 
does? 

Create new boxes. •  The reason that 
thinking out of the box often doesn’t 
work is that to focus, our brains need 
boxes—frameworks or mental models. 
The key to fostering practical creativity 
is to shape the idea generation effort by 
creating new boxes that your team can 
explore. Twenty-five years ago, for 
example, Philips electronics undertook 
a new-box exercise and realized that 
another world was possible for the 
company, one that used its existing 
capabilities to go down an entirely 
different road of products and profit. 
Today, some 40 percent of Philips’ 
business involves health care devices 
such as blood pressure and heart 
monitors. a successful brainstorm isn’t 

necessarily a meeting at which a new 
concept suddenly arises. It can be a 
meeting at which an existing concept 
suddenly makes a lot of sense to a lot 
of people.

Pursue a range of inputs. •  Defining new 
boxes requires a mixture of analysis and 
art. Boxes need to be grounded in fact. 
Different sectors will call for different 
inputs. some, such as megatrends and 
customer research, are relevant for 
nearly all situations. others—IP or 
network analytics, for example—tend to 
be deployed more narrowly.

The classic approach to examining 
trends (such as demographic, techno-
logical, and market-based trends) is to 
start with a long list and narrow it down 
using criteria such as preparedness and 
level of impact. Consider another 
method: pick a single trend that could 
have a massive impact on the business 
in the next five years. What are the 
different ways this could happen? or 
how might two trends combine? What 
would happen if a low-impact trend was 
analyzed incorrectly and ended up 
having a huge bearing on the organiza-
tion in 2020? In each of these scenarios, 
what new products, services, markets, 
and channels could emerge? Take this 
trend analysis further and develop a set 
of possible outlooks using scenario 
planning.

IP and network analysis is another 
useful tool. Tracking competitors’ 
innovations in products, processes, and 
marketing, for example, can lead to new 
ideas. Mapping opinion-leading experts 
and influential third parties, especially 
in technical fields, can point to un-
thought-of directions. In each case, it’s 
a question of using all the types of 
analysis available to help expand your 
field of vision.

BreAkING ThrouGh: ProVeN IDeA-GeNerATIoN 
PraCTICes
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Frame the question effectively. •  having the 
right new boxes is a great start, but you 
also need to shape the questions that 
your team should address within those 
boxes. Good questions—the kind that 
lead to results—tend to be narrow and 
specific. A question such as how can we 
sell more widgets? typically results in 
incremental solutions. asking a ques-
tion in ways that challenge existing 
perspectives can lead to more transfor-
mational possibilities. should we really 
be a widget company? What problems 
are our customers using widgets to 
address? If you are a pen manufacturer 
today, is the more attractive future in 
writing instruments or in inexpensive, 
disposable plastic products?

Low-cost airlines such as ryanair, 
southwest airlines, and JetBlue have 
reimagined—and thoroughly disrupt-
ed—the airline industry. But think 
about how they built their low-cost 
models. A broad shift in approach was 
the consequence of many smaller 
adjustments and adaptations, such as 
moving from diverse fleets to flying one 
type of aircraft, abandoning main 
airports for secondary facilities, giving 
up marketing through travel agents in 
favor of selling directly, and replacing 
all-inclusive ticket prices with unbun-
dled pricing. other companies can 
benefit from asking what kinds of 
analogous before-after shifts might 
apply to their businesses.

Outline binding constraints and criteria for  •
success. Constraints can help creativity 
by keeping attention focused on 
productive directions. similarly, they 
help everyone understand the criteria 
that will define success. We have seen 
many companies invest time, money, 
and other resources in developing a 
broad range of ideas only to select 
those that represent small tweaks to 

the status quo. Identifying specific 
criteria in advance—including feasibil-
ity, potential financial impact, and 
risk—puts powerful parameters around 
any idea-generating exercise.

Allow sufficient time to select ideas. •  
Planning and preparation are crucial, 
but once a broad set of ideas are in 
place, it takes time to narrow and focus 
them. some high-level prioritization can 
often be done immediately—for 
example, moving from hundreds of 
ideas to dozens—but the remaining 
ideas will probably need additional 
research or business-case development 
before a top few can be selected for 
further development.

With one client, we spent several weeks 
examining the strengths and opportuni-
ties for each of its business units. We 
used client and other stakeholder 
interviews, research among more than 
500 employees, and other tools to 
develop more than 2,500 ideas for 
improvement—before starting a 
brainstorming and creativity workshop. 
We took time to prioritize the top 1 
percent, and those 25 alternatives were 
analyzed in detail. The company 
conducted even deeper evaluation for a 
still smaller number before any imple-
mentation began.

—Luc de Brabandere and alan Iny

Luc de Brabandere is a Fellow in the Brussels 
office of The Boston Consulting Group and a 
senior advisor in the firm’s Strategy practice.
Alan Iny is BCG’s senior specialist for creativity 
and scenarios and is based in the firm’s New 
York office. 

Luc and Alan are the coauthors of the book 
Thinking in New Boxes: A New Paradigm 
for Business Creativity, published by Random 
House in September 2013.

BreAkING ThrouGh: ProVeN IDeA-GeNerATIoN 
PraCTICes
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Businesses are usually born of an idea. 
the rapid growth of the companies on 

our 2013 up-and-comers list demonstrates the 
speed with which a single insight or innova-
tion today can spark an explosion of value. 
Corporate history is also cluttered with 
companies that were once renowned for their 
inventiveness but could not maintain their 
ability to innovate: the storied names of 
Studebaker, atari, Wang Laboratories, and 
Kodak are but a few.

Companies that continually create value over 
the long term—meaning decades or more—
learn how to ingrain the ability into their cor-
porate makeup; it becomes part of their cul-
ture and Dna. they refuse to rest on their 
successes. they celebrate their past accom-
plishments but only as they use those 
achievements as springboards into the future. 

More than half of the most innovative compa-
nies on the 2013 list are more than 50 years 
old. a dozen can trace their roots to the nine-
teenth century. they owe their longevity to a 
variety of factors—sound strategies, foresight-
ed management, and strong execution key 
among them. But perhaps more than any-
thing else, they have continued to create val-
ue, jobs, and growth because of their ability 
to institutionalize innovation. It’s a lesson all 
companies would do well to emulate.

InsTITuTIonaLIzIng 
InnovaTIon
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appendIx
Survey MeThodoloGy

The 2013 survey respondents were 
senior executives representing a wide 

variety of industries in every region. (See the 
exhibit below.) the mix of respondents is 
very close to that of last year’s survey in 
terms of level, function, and location.

Before 2008, our rankings of the most innova-
tive companies were based on a single criteri-
on—respondents’ picks. In 2008, in an effort 
to make the results more robust and truly re-

flective of the actual top innovators, we sup-
plemented those choices with three financial 
measures: three-year total shareholder return 
(tSR), three-year revenue growth, and three-
year margin growth. We have used that meth-
odology ever since. Respondents’ votes count 
for 80 percent of the ranking, three-year tSR 
for 10 percent, and revenue and margin 
growth for 5 percent each. (note that BCG did 
not publish a survey in 2011.)

Industrial products and processes
Technology and telecommunications
Financial services
Consumer and retail
Energy and environment 
Health care
Automotive
Transportation, travel, and tourism
Public sector
Media and entertainment
Professional services
Other
Total

405
226
215
195
115

94
55
47
45
41
38
27

1,503

Industry

Chief information officer
Chief technology officer
Chief operating officer
Chief financial officer
Chief executive officer
Chairperson
President
Chief innovation officer
Chief strategy officer
Vice president
Director
Manager
Other
Total

173
122

80
95
77
22
48
33
16
80

143
378
236

1,503

Position

United States 
China
Japan
Other Asian country
Germany
France
Other European country
South America
United Kingdom
Italy
Africa
India
Russia
Canada
Spain
Australia
Mexico
Other
Total

363
151
136
117

87
74
71
53
65
54
41
39
45
40
38
34
27
68

1,503

Country or region

Source: 2013 BCG Global innovators Survey.

2013 Survey Respondent Demographics
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